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Ansrnrcr

Pyrolusite (MnOr, tetragonal) is commonly created in the natural environment by the
oxidation of manganite (MnOOH, monoclinic). Such secondary pyrolusite typically dis-
plays anomalous, nontetragonal characteristics. In this high-resolution transmission elec-
tron microscopy (Hnrrvr) study, MnrO, (monoclinic) was found intergrown with pyrolusite
that had formed from manganite. This occurrence of MnrO, is ofinterest for several reasons:
(l) MnrO, has been identified in a natural manganite-pyrolusite mixture. Assuming that
it is not an artifact of nnreu observation, this is the first report of naturally occurring
MnrOr. (2) Aligned monoclinic MnrO, intergrown with pyrolusite may be partly responsible
for the nontetragonal character of secondary pyrolusite. (3) MnrOr-pyrolusite intergrowths
occur adjacent to manganite. This occurrence suggests that the oxidation of manganite may
form both pyrolusite and MnrOr.

Another new Mn oxide has been identified through selected-area electron difraction.
We hypothesize that this phase is a structural modification of pyrolusite. Ordering of OH
groups and Mn atoms of different oxidation states is a possible explanation for this mod-
ification.

fNrnooucrroN translations, a, and ar. Either of these should have an
equal probability of becoming the manganite a (or b)

Pyrolusite (MnOr), a tetragonal mineral with the rutile translation when pyrolusite is reduced to manganite.
structure, is the most stable form of manganese oxide in However, that is not what is observed. In the sequence
manyterrestrialenvironments.Distinctionshavelongbeen manganite (primary) * pyrolusite (secondary) + man-
recognized between the relatively rare primary form of ganite (secondary), primary and secondary manganite in-
pyrolusite and the much more common secondary form variably have the same orientations. A memory of the
that occurs as pseudomorphic replacements of other man- original manganite orientation is conveyed by the pyro-
ganese oxide minerals, particularly manganite (MnOOH, lusite intermediate, but there is a question as to how this
monoclinic). Primary pyrolusite has a hardness of 7, memory is transmitted.
whereas secondary pyrolusite displays variable, much The nontetragonal characteristics of secondary pyro-
lower hardness values. Secondary pyrolusite also pos- lusite have been attributed to microstructures formed in
sesses several characteristics suggestive of a symmetry pyrolusiteuponitscreationfrommang;anite(Strunz, 1943;
lower than tetragonal. For example, reflectedJight mi- Champness, l97l).Pyrolusiteandmanganitehave similar
croscopy shows only one cleavage direction as well as structures. The manganite a and c translations are halved
optical anisotropy in the (001) plane of secondary pyro- to form the a and c pyrolusite unit-cell translations, while
lusite. Until Strunz (1943) showed through single-crystal D of manganite contracts from 5.28 Arc q.q0 A to form
X-raymeasurementsthatthetwoformsofpyrolusitehave the other a translation of pyrolusite (Fig. l). This 150/o
identicalcrystalstructures,primarypyrolusitewastermed contraction along b presents the possibility that micro-
polianite and considered a distinct mineral. Later studies scopic cracks paralleling the manganite (010) planes sep-
(de Wolfl 1959; Potter and Rossman,1979) have found arate newly made crystallites of pyrolusite. Images ob-
that some secondary pyrolusites are actually orthorhom- tained by transmission electron microscopy confirm the
bic. existence of lamellar micropores in secondary pyrolusite

Another anomalous property of secondary pyrolusite, (Champness, l97l). Such microcracks may explain the
termed the memory effect, was noted by Dent Glasser and aberrant optical properties, the decreased hardness, and
Smith ( 1968). Ideally, pyrolusite has two equivalent lattice the great chemical activity and adsorptivity of secondary
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Fig. l. A drawing to illustrate the dimensions of the pyro-
lusite, manganite, and MnrO, unit cells and their relative ori-
entations in the topotactic reactions.

pyrolusite, but probably cannot explain observed slight
deviations of such pyrolusite from tetragonal symmetry.
The memory efect may also be a result of these aligned
lamellar microcracks.

Here we report the frndings of high-resolution trans-
mission electron microscopy (nnrnrvr) examinations of un-
heated natural mixtures of manganite and pyrolusite and
similar examinations of portions of these mixtures heated
in air to 300.C. We have observed micropores, as reported
by Champness (1971), but we have also determined that
an intermediate phase, MnrO, (Mn;+Mn1+Or), plays an
important role in the anomalous behavior of some sec-
ondary pyrolusite. Our discovery of MnrO, in unheated,
ion-milled, natural samples is of additional interest be-
cause MnrO, in a natural occurrence has not previously
been reported. Furthermore, since MnrO, is an interme-
diate phase in oxidation and reduction reactions of Mn
oxides, it should be given consideration in studies of Mn-
oxide phase equilibria.

ExpnnrvrnNTAl DETArrs

The specimens studied are from the Stanford University min-
eral collection. They are labeled as manganite originating from
the Iake Superior region (sample no. 5l ll0) and from Ilfeld,
Harz, Germany (sample no. 7l 52). Powder X-ray diftaction (xno)
revealed these specimens to be mixtures of pyrolusite and man-
ganite. To continue the reaction ofmanganite to plnolusite, por-
tions ofthe specimens were powdered and heated in air for 1.5
to 3 h. An xno powder pattern ofa sample that had been heated
at 300"C for 3 h showed no manganite reflections. This pattern
contained, along with strong pyrolusite peaks, less intense re-
flections attributable to MnrOr. Both heated and unheated sam-
ples were examined by nnrerra as grains mounted on holey-carbon
film. To obtain better observations of the relationships among
intergrown phases, an ion-thinned sample ofthe Lake Superior
specimen was prepared and observed before and after heating.
In the milling process, ionized argon bombards the sample in an
evacuated chamber. The lake Superior manganite was ion-milled

Table l. Unit-cell dimensions of pyrolusite, manganite, and
MnrO,

l'4n- 0^
D 6

a =  10 .347 A

b =  5 . 7 2 A

c =  4 .852 A

I  =  i09 '25 '

sG = B2r ld (# i4)  SG = czlm (#12)

Source l  Source :

B u e r g e r ,  1 9 3 6  o s w a l d  a n d  H a n p e t i c h ,  1 9 6 7

for 20 h at 5 kV and for 2 h at 1.5 kV. A reor--rernr 200CX 200-
kV and a Philips 400T 120-kV microscope were the instruments
used in this study.

Cnysrl.r-r-ocRApHrc RELATToNS AMoNG
MANGANTTE, PYROLUSTTE, AND MnrOt

The unit cells of pyrolusite, manga.nite, and MnrO, are
closely related (Baur, 1976; Buerger, 1936; Oswald et al.,
1967), and in their topotactic transformations, their crys-
tallographic axes remain in nearly the same relative ori-
entations. The a, b, and c axes ofmanganite correspond
directly to the a axes and the c axis ofpyrolusite. The a
axis of MnrO, is at an angle of 19'from one a axis of
pyrolusite and a of manganite; b of MnrO, corresponds
to the c translation of pyrolusite and manganite; and c of
MnrO, has the same orientation as b of manganite, and
a of pyrolusite (Dent Glasser and Smith, 1968). Pertinent
crystallographic data are given in Table 1, and the ori-
entation relations among the unit cells of these minerals
are illustrated in Figure L

Since manganite has perfect (010) cleavage, crushed grain
mounts commonly contain manganite particles oriented
with the [010] zone axis nearly parallel to the electron
beam. The ion-thinned sample also was examined only
in this orientation. The preponderance ofthis orientation
has advantages and disadvantages. Although the changes
from manganite to pyrolusite and MnrOr are clearly ev-
ident in the selected-area electron diffraction (seeo) pat-
terns taken from this orientation, micropores that parallel
the manganite (010) planes are not observable.

sAED patterns of these minerals, all in the orientation
corresponding to [0 l0] of parent manganite, are illustrated
in Figure 2. The reflections along the a* direction are
virtually identical in the manganite [010] and the pyro-
lusite [010] diffraction patterns. However, the manganite
(101) spacing is double that ofpyrolusite, so the 101 and
101 manganite reflections appear halfuay between the
origin and the more intense spots that correspond to the
pyrolusite 101 and l0I reflections (in the manganite pat-
terns these are the 2OZ ana 202 reflections). The l0l, 10I,
200, and 200 reflections do not appear in the manganite
pattern because of the ll + l: 4n requirement for allowed
ftOl reflections imposed by the diamond glide in the man-
ganite structure.

The [001] MnrO, pattern was commonly observed to

Py rol us i te

a  =  4 .3999 A

c  =  2 .8140 A

SG = P4^./mnn (#136)
z

Source :

B a u e r , 1 9 7 6

Mangan i te

a = 8 . 9 8 A

b = 5 . 2 8 A

c  =  5 . 7 1  A

Gl,*illr%
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Fig. 2. Illustrations of pyrolusite, manganite, and MnrO, s.orro
patterns. The orientation of each of these sAED patterns corre-
sponds to the [010] orientation of parent manganite. This is the
orientation of all subsequent HRrEM images of pyrolusite, man-
ganite, and MnrOr.
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Fig. 3. A schematic illustration of a MnrOr-pyrolusite inter-
growth as seen looking down the pyrolusite [001] axis (MnrOt

[010]). Unit-cell boundaries are shown by dotted lines. The rep-
resentations of pyrolusite and MnrO, are adapted from Dent
Glasser and Smith (1967). In the illustration ofpyrolusite, filled
circles represent oxygen and Mn4+ at t/zc; open circles represent
oxygen and Mna+ at c:0. In the MnrO, illustration, open circles
represent oxygen at D : 0, 0.500; Mna+ at D : 0; and Mn2+ at
D: 0; whereas filled circles represent oxygen at 0.25b,0.75b;
Mna+ at 0.25b.0.75b: and Mn2+ at 0.500. Note that b of MnrO.
is approximately twice the length of c in pyrolusite. Therefore,
in the third dimension of this illustration, the oxygens are at
similarheights in the two structures, as are the Mn4+ ions' Hnruv
images of MnrOr-pyrolusite intergrowths shown in subsequent
figures are looking down the pyrolusite [010]-MnrO, [001] axis.
The bold arrow to the right ofthe illustration indicates this view-
ing direction.

be superimposed on a more intense pyrolusite [010] pat-

tern, indicating an intergrowth relationship between these

two phases. In such patterns, the 200 reflection of MnrO'

is located slightly less than halfway between the central
spot and the pyrolusite 200 reflection (MnrOr droo: 4.88

A and pyrolusite d,* : 4.40 A;. Thus, the MnrO, 200
reflection is readily distinguished from the 100 reflection
of pyrolusite that, though kinematically forbidden, ap-
pears in some diffraction patterns of these intergrowths.
In intergrowths of pyrolusite and well-crystallized Mn'Or,
diffraction spots representing MnrO, (l l0), (II0), (110),
and (110) planes appear approximately halfway between
the origin and diffraction spots representing pyrolusite
(l0l), (101), (101), and (101) planes.

MnrOg: A Ntw MTNERAL?

Klingsberg and Roy (1960), in a study of the Mn-O
system, recognized a new compound in several of their
run products. It is apparent from their published xRD
data that the compound is Mn'O'. Oswald et al. (1965)
used CdrMnrO, as a model to index the xno pattern of
MnrO.. The structure ofMnrOr, as determinedby Oswald
and Wampetich (1967), is based on layers of edge-shared
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MnO. octahedra. Thus, in the classification scheme pro-
posed by Turner and Buseck ( I 98 l), MnrO, is a I x oo Mn
oxide. One quarter of the octahedral positions in these
layers are vacant. Mn2+ atoms occupy interlayer sites ad-
jacent to the vacant octahedra. Several methods by which
MnrO, may be synthesized have been reported (Klings-
berg and Roy, | 9 59 ; Oswald et al., I 965 ; Feitkne cht, 19 64;
Dasgupta, 1965; Davis, 1967). Burns and Burns (1979)
included MnrO* in their review of Mn oxides.

Identification of MnrO, in unheated, natural samples
is significant because such an occurrence has not been
previously reported. We have identified poorly crystal-
lized MnrO, intergrown with pyrolusite in the unheated,
ion-milled Lake Superior manganite sample. seeo pat-
terns and high-resolution images from the pyrolusite [010],
Mn,O, [00 1] orientation suggest that the octahedral layers
of MnrO, are intermeshed with the I x I octahedral tunnel
structure of pyrolusite, as illustrated schematically in Fig-
ure 3. The 4.40-4, tunnel dimension of pyrolusite, cor-
responding lo droo, is significantly smaller than its coun-
terpart in MnrOr, the 4.88-A interlayer dimension that
corresponds to droo. Accommodations for this misfit must
be present in these intergrowths. Because no high-reso-
lution images have been obtained from the necessary ori-
entation ([001] pyrolusite, [010] MnrOr), the nature of
such accommodations is unknown.

Our identification of MnrO, from unheated samples is
based totally on HRTEM, which has the inherent possibility
that samples may be altered upon interaction with the
electron beam. Also, alteration of manganite could have
occurred during ion-milling. Thus we cannot conclude
unequivocally that MnrO, occurs in nature. In fact, when
an electron beam of maximum intensity (achieved by re-
moval of the condenser aperture) is focused on a particle
of manganite, the manganite is quickly transformed to
MnrOr.

We believe, however, that most of the Mn5O, that we
observed was not formed through such decomposition of
manganite in the electron beam. Experience has shown
that manganite is realtively stable under a beam in the
usual configuration (condenser aperture in). AIso, MnrO,
created from manganite by an intense electron beam is
pure, whereas most MnrO, observed under normal beam
conditions is intergrown with pyrolusite. Finally, MnrO,
unquestionably increased in abundance after the samples
were heated outside the microscope. This increase, noted
in xno as well as HRTEM results, proves that the MnrO,
under consideration is not solely an artifact of Hnrevr
observation.

We have yet to detect MnrO, in unheated samples by

xno, and it is not evident in any ofseveral published xno
patterns of secondary pyrolusite (Potter and Rossman,
1979; de Wolfl 1959). Even if present, MnrO, may elude
xnp detection because of poor crystallinity or scarcity.
However, given the easy synthesis of MnrO, from the
relatively common mineral manganite, it seems likely that
MnrO, does have natural occunences.

OnrnNron TNTERGRowTHS oF
PYRoLUSrrE,rNo MnrO,

Figure 4 shows electron-diffraction patterns and images
taken from the unheated ion-milled sample of the Lake
Superior manganite. This sample consists of domains of
manganite and domains of pyrolusite intergrown with
poorly crystalline MnrOr. The domains are at slightly dif-
fering (+51 orientations, all near to the [010] pyrolusite-

[0 l0] manganit+[00 I ] MnrO, orientation. Figure 4a shows
an image and saep pattern of manganite. In the image
mode, manganite can be recognized by a uniform ap-
pearance, with little evidence of crystal strain or defects.
Pyrolusite-MnrO, intergrowths typically have a mottled
appearance, probably as a response to crystal strain in-
curred during the manganite-to-pyrolusite transition.

Intergrowths ofpyrolusite and poorly crystalline MnrO,
occur adjacent to manganite. Figure 4b shows a high-
resolution image of such an intergrowth and its sAED
pattern, which is a strong pyrolusite [010] pattern with
additional weaker reflections along a*. The weak 4.9-A
reflections and the corresponding lattice fringes of the
image are interpreted as representing the (200) planes of
MnrO, and provide the evidence for MnrO. in this un-
heated sample. The lack of MnrO, I l0 spots (as occur in
the saeo patterns in Fig. 5) suggests MnrO, is ordered well
enough to produce distinct sepo reflections only along a*.
The ordering along b, involving vacancies in the layers
and interlayer Mn2+, is poorly developed.

MnO, with the diaspore structure (ramsdellite in its
pure form) forms intergrowths on the unit-cell scale with
pyrolusite (de Wolfl 1959; Giovanoli et al., 1967). Nat-
urally occurring specimens of this intergrowth are called
nsutite, while synthetic preparations of it are termed
7-MnOr. We are confident that the phase intergrown with
pyrolusite in Figure 4b is MnrO, and not ramsdellite. The
4.9-A spacing of the weak spots along a* in our saep
patterns is too large to attribute to the only plausible rams-
dellite spacing, dozo: 4.64 A. Also, the a* direction in
sAED patterns of unheated samples is identical to the a*
direction seen in seeo patterns of definite MnrOr-pyro-
lusite intergrowths from heated samples.

Intergrowths of pyrolusite and well-crystallized MnrO,

--)
Fig. 4. sAED patterns and micrographs ofthe unheated, ion-thinned Lake Superior specimen ofpyrolusite and manganite. (a)

SAED pattern and image of manganite in the [010] orientation. The sets of fringes that run diagonally across the image correspond
to manganite (202) and (202) spacings (2.4 A) O) Corresponding sAED pattern and image of intergrown pyrolusite (zone [010]) and
MnrO. (zone [001]). Reflections that represent MnrO, (200) planes (marked by arrows) have appeared at 4.9 A-, along a*. Streaking
along a* in this s,lro pattern indicates that disorder is present along the a direction of MnrO* or pyrolusite. In the nnrErr,r image,
horizontal fringes representing MnrO, dr*are superimposed upon the diagonal pyrolusite (l0l) and (l0I) fringes.
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termediate phase (not MnrOr) and tentatively named it
groutellite. In their study of the manganite-to-pyrolusite
reaction, they found no such intermediate phase. How-
ever, their identifications relied solely on xno, which we
also found to provide no evidence of intermediate MnrOr.
Our sarn patterns of an unheated pyrolusite-manganite
mixture provide evidence that MnrO. is present with py-
rolusite and manganite at low temperatures.

The reaction of manganite to pyrolusite may be writ-
ten as

4Mn3+OOH * Or:4Mna+O, + 2H2O. (4)

Strunz (1943) stated that the most likely mechanism for
this reaction is migration of H out of manganite, rather
than O influx into manganite. However, in the absence
of mechanistic evidence, we have chosen to write this
oxidation reaction in the more conventional manner. Our
finding of low-temperature MnrOr-pyrolusite inter-
growths in close proximity to manganite suggests that
MnrO, may also be formed from manganite decomposi-
tion by a reaction such as

20Mn3+OOH * Oz:4Mnl+Mn!+O8 + l0H2O. (5)

Reactions 4 and 5 may operate simultaneously, the pro-
portion of pyrolusite to MnrO, depending on local vari-
ations in oxygen fugacity. Crystallite size is a further factor
in controlling such reactions, as was shown by Giovanoli
and Leuenberger (1969) for the oxidation of a-MnOOH
(groutite). The micropores that develop parallel to man-
ganite (010) as a result of these reactions may provide
channels for the escape of HrO. They may also facilitate
migration of oxygen into the crystal and thus oxidation
and elimination of MnrO, by the reverse of Reaction 3.

Nrcw Mn oxrDE

In the course ofthis study, we have discovered a pre-
viously unreported Mn oxide phase henceforth termed
"phase M." This phase is identified by diffraction patterns
that have strong reflections exactly corresponding to those
in the [010] pattern ofpyrolusite and weak reflections that
trisect the (l0l) and (l0I) spacings ofthe dominant pyro-
lusite pattern (Figs. 6a, 6b). The weak reflections denote
a periodicity of 7.2 A in the pyrolusite [01] direction.
Pyrolusite, manganite, and MnrO, do not have spacings
close to 7.2 A, and we have found no other Mn oxide
structure that appears appropriate.

Phase M has been found in crushed grain mounts of
the heated Lake Superior sample; of the unheated Ilfeld,
Harz, sample; and of standard pyrolusite sarnple IC no.
6 (Kozawa, l98l). In unheated Ilfeld manganite, the un-
known phase occurs in a grain that shows a pronounced
micropore morphology (Fig. 6c). Assuming that these mi-
cropores parallel (010) of a parent manganite, the 4.7-A
spacing of the lattice fringes paralleling the micropores
presumably represents the lattice translation of phase M
that formed from the 5.28-A b fanslation of manganite.

Two obvious explanations for these extra reflections can
be immediately discounted. They are not a result of an

ordered entry of another element (except, perhaps, H) into
the pyrolusite structure. Electron energyJoss spectroscopy
and energy-dispersive X-ray emission spectroscopy de-
tected no elements other than Mn and O in this phase.
Nor do they indicate large tunnel structures, common in
some Mn oxides (Turner and Buseck, 1981). Such large
tunnel dimensions would be made evident by additional
reflections along a*, not along [01].

We believe that the 7.2-A spacing of phase M may be
a result of ordering along the [01] direction involving
OH groups and Mn atoms of different oxidation states.
Analogous doubling along [01] marks the difference in
Mn oxidation between manganite and pyrolusite; tripling
along [01] in phase M may also signal a different average
Mn oxidation state.

CoNcr,usroNs

HRrEM study of natural mixtures of pyrolusite and
manganite before and after heating has resulted in the
following findings: (l) MnrO, has been identified through
electron diftaction and imaging in unheated natural py-
rolusite-manganite mixtures. In such specimens, MnrO,
occurs as a poorly crystalline phase intergrown with pyro-
lusite. This represents the first reported identification of
MnrO, in natural samples. X-ray confirmation ofthe iden-
tification is needed since it is possible that MnrO, formed
upon ion-bombardment during sample preparation or
upon exposure to the electron beam. (2) Aligned inter-
growth of monoclinic MnrO, in secondary pyrolusite may
be responsible, along with oriented micropores, for the
nontetragonal characteristics displayed by such pyrolu-
site. (3) Intergrowths of MnrO, and pyrolusite were found
in heated and in unheated samples. The low-temperature
occunence of MnrO, with pyrolusite and manganite sug-
gests that MnrO, may be formed together with pyrolusite
during the diagenetic decomposition of manganite. Well-
crystallized MnrOr, seen in heated samples, corresponds
to a previously documented occurrence of MnrO. as a
compositionally intermediate phase between MnO, and
MnrO, above 300'C. (4) A new phase has been found that
has a diftaction pattern related to the pyrolusite [010]
pattern, but that contains reflections corresponding to
spacings three times that of the pyrolusite (l0l) planes.
Ordering of OH groups and Mn atoms with diferent ox-
idation states across the (l0l) planes of the structure may
explain these reflections. If so, this phase has a stoichi-
ometry intermediate between MnOOH and MnOr.
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